PD Arrangements with consulate satisfactory

The arrangement with American consulate, Calcutta has been coordinated with Memo 1. OPMG (Mr R. Alley - Ext 6553) and with 2. Secy Div of Crypt State Dept (Mr R. V. Anderson - Ext 3494).
REF ID 271116

Intelligence Division 22/Army
Security Agency

NB 147 Ext 369
Mr. T. Chittenden

RECORD CALCUTTA INDIA

FROM CICRIP ASA BARK EIGHT TWO AMIRAD REGIRD SEVEN

LETTER CONTAINING DISPOSITION INSTRUCTION ON CRYPTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL WAS
FORMERALLY THREE ANDERS JAN FOUR NIGHT AIR MAIL PD AFTER SECURITY AGENCY PACIFIC
THAT'S BEEN CONTACTED TO DETERMINE DISPOSITION OF CHEST PD WILL ADVISE PD
ARRANGEMENTS WITH CONSULATE SATISFACTORY

WEHIB 7 AS CR-IN 1332 (10 Feb 48)

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD:

AGES, India Burma inactivating 31 March 1948.
Requested disposition instructions on cryptographic
material. Letter was forwarded 30 Jan 48. This
wire to inform them instructions have been mailed.
The arrangement with American Consulate, Calcutta
has been coordinated with Memorial Div. OQMG (Mr.
C. R. Albey-Ext 6553) and with State Div. of Crypt.
State Dept (Mr. R. V. Anderson-Ext 3494).
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